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Recommended reading

I Fall, Marland, Wagner and Tyson, section 11.2



Modeling the behavior of N ion channels

I We continue to analyze the behavior of our model for a
two-state ion channel
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I If we have N ion channels, we can talk about the probability
that NO are in the open state, PN(NO).
Since N = NC + NO , if NO are open, we automatically know
NC .
However, it’s often convenient to track both NO and NC , so
we typically use P(NO ,NC ), with the constraint that the
numbers of open and closed channels sum to some particular
value N.

I There are N + 1 such probabilities: PN(0,N), PN(1,N − 1),
PN(2,N − 2), . . . , PN(N − 1, 1), PN(N, 0).
All of these depend on time, so when necessary, we will write
PN(NO ,NC ; t).



Modeling the behavior of N ion channels

I Recall that k+ is the probability per unit time that one closed
channel will open.
Similarly, k− is the probability per unit time that one open
channel will close.

I Focus on one particular state (NO ,NC ).

I If there are NO channels open, and if we take ∆t sufficiently
small that the probability of two channels closing in this time
is negligible, then the probability that one channel will close in
time ∆t is NOk

−∆t.

I If we start with NC + 1 channels closed and NO − 1 open, we
can get to state (NO ,NC ) channels open by opening a closed
channel, with probability (NC + 1)k+∆t in time ∆t.



Modeling the behavior of N ion channels

I Use similar reasoning for additional processes that affect
P(NO ,NC ; t) and get

P(NO ,NC ; t + ∆t) = P(NO ,NC ; t)− NOk
−∆t P(NO ,NC ; t)

− NCk
+∆t P(NO ,NC ; t)

+ (NC + 1)k+∆t P(NO − 1,NC + 1; t)

+ (NO + 1)k−∆t P(NO + 1,NC − 1; t)

∴
P(NO ,NC ; t + ∆t)− P(NO ,NC ; t)

∆t
= −NOk

−P(NO ,NC ; t)− NCk
+P(NO ,NC ; t)

+(NC+1)k+P(NO−1,NC+1; t)+(NO+1)k−P(NO+1,NC−1; t)



Modeling the behavior of N ion channels

I Taking the limit as ∆→ 0, we get

dP(NO ,NC )

dt
= −NOk

−P(NO ,NC )− NCk
+P(NO ,NC )

+ (NC + 1)k+P(NO − 1,NC + 1)

+ (NO + 1)k−P(NO + 1,NC − 1)

This is the chemical master equation (CME) for N ion
channels.

I Alternative notation, using NC = N − NO :

dPN(NO)

dt
= −NOk

−PN(NO)− NCk
+PN(NO)

+ (NC + 1)k+PN(NO − 1)

+ (NO + 1)k−PN(NO + 1)



Modeling the behavior of N ion channels

I General case, 0 < NO < N:

dPN(NO)

dt
= −NOk

−PN(NO)− NCk
+PN(NO)

+ (NC + 1)k+PN(NO − 1)

+ (NO + 1)k−PN(NO + 1)

I Two special cases:

NO = 0:
dPN(0)

dt
= −Nk+PN(0) + k−PN(1)

NO = N:
dPN(N)

dt
= −Nk−PN(N) + k+PN(N − 1)



Systems with sequences of variables and xppaut

I xppaut has pseudo-arrays to help us type equations for
systems like our master equation.

I Basic idea: Define a sequence of variables with names that
end in a number, in our case maybe PN0, PN1, PN2, . . .

I Define the rate equations for these variables in increasing
numerical order.

I For the general case, use the following notation (for N = 50):

dPN[1..49]/dt=-[j]*km*PN[j] - NC([j])*kp*PN[j]

+ (NC([j])+1)*kp*PN[j-1] + ([j]+1)*km*PN[j+1]

Note the use of [j] for the current equation number.

I Similar notation can be used for initial conditions and
parameters where necessary.



Systems with sequences of variables and xppaut
Plotting the distribution

I xppaut has an array plot capability which can be used to view
the time evolution of the probability distribution.
t will increase from top to bottom of the plot, and values of
NO will be represented along the horizontal axis.
The probabilities will be encoded with a color scale.



Systems with sequences of variables and xppaut
Plotting the distribution

I Click on Viewaxes, then Array. Fill in the window that pops
up as follows:

Column 1: pn0

NCols: 51

pn0 to pn50 is 51 variables in all.
Row 1: 0

NRows: 101

RowSkip: 8

With DT=0.05 and TOTAL=40, there are 801
time point in our data set, which we can think
of as being numbered from 0 to 800. The rows
from the data set plotted will be 0 (t = 0), 8
(t = 0.35), 16 (t = 0.75), . . . , 800 (t = 40)
[101 values in all].



Systems with sequences of variables and xppaut
Plotting the distribution

Zmin: 0

Zmax: 1

The probabilities are all in this range.

Autoplot (0/1): 1

ColSkip: 1

If we had a lot of columns in our array, we could plot
every n’th one.



Statistics for the number of open channels

I The average number of open channels (directly proportional
to the average current) is given by

〈NO〉 =
N∑

NO=0

NOPN(NO)

I The standard deviation measures fluctuations in the number
of open channels, so this should be proportional to the
“noise”, i.e. the fluctuations in the current.

σNO
=

√
〈N2

O〉 − 〈NO〉2

〈N2
O〉 =

N∑
NO=0

N2
OPN(NO)


